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THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM THE

PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING IT, POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS

STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY RPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDUCATION

POSITION OR POLICY.

reN
Iaray ciral:!.nr plvole.:A situations. One of our mentel capaeitico is fo: generalize-

We live and work in the physical world. In this wor.d we see' and touch

tion. Repeatedly seeing FA:a:Liar situations, we are led to geneYalize the common

features of those situations. In fact, it is only, through such generalization that'

we can work efficiently in a complex environment. For example, we learn through

repeated experience that the light switch is close to the door en the wall. We

generalize: when entering a dark room, search the ware with cm_ head to find the

switch. In our language most descriptive adjectives are the recult of generaliza-

tion. We tend to symbolize our classifications with words.

In these units we will attempt to generalize a cencej t of number out

of the physical world. Since number is an abstraction. we ern (-1 c7 hrree 54: as

concept because we have been able to generalize. Ey considDrinr certain finite

physical situations involving relations between sets, we will bc'gin to see a way

to abstract from these situations a new concept about number. 'Iris will lead us

to define a new set of numbers, the rational numbers, which is EA infinite set of

abstract objects. We will define operations on these numbers witch again are

generalizations from our finite physical world situations.

1.1 Opc-to 70ne Coalmandences

In elementary mathematics we have the repeated experi,mce of sets

defined by having a common property; such as, the set of even nolbers, the set

of prime numbers, the set of all numerals having the digit "S." Some pairs of

Rsets have as a common property that they can be matched with eac. other; that is,

N there are as many in one set as in another. We generalLzo his Toperty and say,
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"Thrse sets have the same (cardinal) number." Per example, ti=e sets all have

the number 3:

4

To 0 01
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Without a simple means of expressing this common property of "es many as" we

would never have been able to assimilate the many physical sitiations facing us

every day. Arithmetic as we know it today has grown out cf eymbolization.

However, we frequently lose sight of the original situat:Lone lic'tich gave rise to

the symbols. Whenever we seek to understand a new symbclism, or example, a "new"

number, we should always look for the "origin" of the symbols. We should return

to the physical situations which eventually generalized into t. e new number. We

"11 do ,just that in these units. We will begin with me to-cre correspondences

and eventually develop the rational numbers.

(It is strongly su:Tested that you han po),ci7, .;110 ,.ilea. at hand and

that you isi7e them to complete the diag.ca of these units and make original

diagrams for the problems that follow. Through such "a tnve" iarticipation you

will become much better acquainted with the ideas of theo unis.)

Suppose a person puts on a coat and buttons it up. He expects that

for ever button there will be a buttonhole and for ever/ butt(nhole there will

be a button. He will know if he failed to button the coat proprly because

there will be a button and a buttonhole left over. He eqects *co find a one-to-one

correspondence between the set of buttons and the set bnttortolcs. Ono button

for every buttonhole and one buttonhole for every button.

0
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Many such simple one-tc-one correspondences exist in the physical world: shoes

for feet, tires for the wheels of a car, gloves for handn. In terms of whole

numbers we know that this is how we count finite sets,

tl, 2, 3, 4, . 19, 20i

I

i0 0 0 U .

I

0 075

We say "There are twenty objects in the set." In order, to have a definition we

say that there is a 2n2-to.:prn c.orrmond!..nce from Set A tn Set 11, whenever every,

element in A is paired with exactly one element of B and evry element in B

the mate of exactly one element of A.

Exercises

1) Which pairs of the following sets can be put in one-to-one orrespondence?

(Use your pencil and paper if necessary)

A m a, b, c B n tl, 2, 3, 4 C m iboy, cow, h)rs;71

D x,33 E tmir, xl Y, zi r =bp y, I= t3, 2, 11

2) If we have A = fl, 2, 3 and B = [6, 7, 8 , can we have mo!e than one one-to-one

correspondence from A to B?

/1, 2, 31 Ii, 2, 3i 1, ',, 3f

i6, 7, 8i i6; 7, 8/ (6,11

Complete the last two diagrams; how many different one-to-ohe correspondences

can be made?

3) Pick vat the one-to one correspondences from the follnUng isgrams:

a)
L4

i, 2, 31

fi
2, 3, 4, 53

c) 2, 3\

4PN4
Li.1, 5, 6, 7, 8 g$



Oneeto.:One Correspondences Between Partitioned Sets

Suppose Bill and Chuck share a box of apples, and t.at 3111 receives

two apples for every three apples Chuck receives. We really sTerated Bill's

apples into groups of two each and Chuck's apples into groups three each.

Whel,ewr we dIvislu a s :t into group in this way, we say we ha c parttioned

the sat. We really noe heee a new set, that is, we have Bill'e apples grouped

by twos:

Bill's Partitioned Set:

Chuck's Partitioned Set:

Qty, (E), OQ,. . .4,3)

Since we know that Bill received two for every three that Chuck received,

we know we have a one-to-one correspondence between the IT.,rtitepned. sets. That

is, a one-to-one correspondence between the graued sets of ap,les. There are

two important things we should notice here. Mst wry On rint e-eetle e

maim apples each boy has. Second, we do know that. the boys do not have the same

number of apples; that is, there is not a one-to-one correspontence between

Bill's and Chuck's apples that pairs single apples. We know o: ly that there is

a correspondence from Bill's apples grouped by two's to Ch.eck't apples grouped

1). three's. We know there is a one-to-one correspondence betw en the partitioned

sets. In order to conveniently name this correspondence so Vet we kn w the

number of ol2j9cts in each Lna of the EmIttior,l,ed sets, we se, that their

correspondence is a 2 to 3 corres,ondenee. Since all of the cierespondences we

will consider are one-to-one, we will drop the phrase uo.lo-to-(ne" as we did in

the previous sentence.

Again, we look at another situation. Suppose we he.e set X partitioned

1.:1 e ;tr.! 3.12, :3 C
.

eeee bz,tsp6 kJ. UOLL46

If there is one group c)2 four in X for every group of three in y and for

every group of three in Y there is one group of four in X, then we have a



correspondence between the partitioned sets:

X rA I CEO (F:ED " rir,9

a I.

Y= () (ED)
We say we have a 4 to 3,corres)ondence from ,X to Y. Notice that the arrows

point to the groups of three objects each, the second number ii the named correspondence.

Suppose Jim has eighteen marbles and Mary has twelv3 marbles. Then

we have no correspondence between the single elements in the srts. Can we

partition Jim's marbles into equal groups? We can group them )3, two's (mark

these groups on the diagram):

Jim's Marbles: 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Can we partition Jim's marbles differently; into groups of thr-30 Any others?

Make a different partition in each diagram.

100000000000000000
100000000000000000 11

(0000000000000000001

tO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

You will notice that for each diagram the number of groups tim,:s the number in

each group is, of course, eighteen. We have six groups or! +hrnn Pnoh in o*,^

partition. Can we partition Mary's marbles into six equal grasps; yes, six groups

of two each. Then Tim and Mary both have six groups of marble, :

jim:O]j) ET() (416() 01E32 Q773 SOU

Mary: (0)

so we have a 3 to 2 correspondence from Jim's to Mary's marbles. Draw in the

arrows in the proper direction. Can we have any other corresp,ndences? We also

partitioned Jim's marbles into nine groups, 3 groups, two groups, and one group.

Can we partition Mary's marbles into nine, three, two, or one Equal groups? refs,
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we can have three groups of four each, two groups of six each and one group of

twelve each. So we can malr.e these correspondences:

J:

0 0 0

CE66.3315

J: 10 0 0 0 0 00000 0 0 0 0000 A

,00000000csoo 01

6 to 4

9 to 6

18 to 12

M:

(Complete the last two diaVams by grouping and drawing tile airows.)

So we see we have, in fact, four correspondences far ;ween different

partitions of Jim's and Mary's marbles. We have this st of (3rrespondences:

tp to 2, 6 to 40 9 to 6, 18 to &,,$

Exercises

1) Alice has 3S hair ribbons and Susan has 6 hair ribbons. Irrle the correspondences

that can be made from partitions of Alice's ribbons to paititions of Susan's

ribbons. (Fill in the diagrams):

A: [01)00()
8: k

A: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 011

S: cc 0 0 0 0 0 0)S

to
641 0.0Ws.11,..adir1,40

to
Illeo.01111111011t 0.1004/01NalIVIMPON
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A:

5:

I
to

1...1114.4. WO 111.44.1........1141.4111110

2) Suppose A is a set of 5 red cubes and B is a set of ( blue cubes. Name

all the correspondences from A to B.

3) Suppose G is a set of 24 goldfish and B is a set of 18 birds. Draw

diagrams to show some cm,rospondonces fvom artitir. r.f 7. to partitLons of

B. How many correspondences are there?

G: 00000000000000000000000a

3: i 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 00000('r

to

4) Suppose we know that there is a 3 to 4 correspondence frog. John's blocks to

Mary's blocks. What does this mean? How many blocks must John have? If

John, in fact, has 12 blocks, Mary must have blocl. What other

correspondence could be made in this case?

5) Suppose, again, there is a 3 to 4 i.orrespondence from A to B. Suppose

A has exactly 5 loss blocks than B. How many does eac'l have? Draw a

diagram.

6) Suppose Judy has red blocks and green blocks; if we know there is a 1 to 3

correspondence from red blocks to green blocks and th9t 'Hare are 24: blocks

altogether, how many does she have of each color?

1.3 Ratio and 'Inverse Ratio

Given any two finite sets A and B, if we can piotition A and B

into the same numb= of equal groups, we can make a co=espon(ence from A to

B. In the previous section we saw that if A had 18 elemen4x and B had 12

elements, we could make four correspondences between different partitions.

This set of corresponCences from A to B, ip to 12, 9t1) 6, 6 to 40 3 to 21

we will define to be Ithe ratio of A to B. We can name the ,ratio by using any

of the correspondence names. So we say, the ratio of A to 3 is 6 to 4 or the

ratio of A to B is 3 to 2.
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Look back at Problem 1 of the last exercise sot. he can, again, have

four different correspondences. So the ratio of Alice's ribbor3 to Susan's ribbons

is the eet b.2 to 6, 6 to 3, 2 to 1, 4 to 21S. We can say the ietio is 2 to 1,

for example.

Execise: Write down the ratio in Problems #2, 3, 4, 5, 6 of Exercise 1.2.

Suppose we have that Al has $12 and Sam has 8 cicartc:s. Then we can

have this correspondence;

*if

3 to

S: (1):

Put we could just as well have the correspondence from Sam's guirters to Al's

dollars. That is,

Al: ici.-j)

Sam: 143.1
t

This correspondence we call the inverse porre.p..2ondence. That 1.31 the 2 to 3

correspondence is the inverse ();= the 3 ta 2 correspondence. (N)te: We can obtain

a diagram for an inverse correspondence by reversing the arrows.) The ratio of

Al's dollars to Sam's cents is t!12 to 8, 6 to 4, 3 to 21. The .tnvcrse rag() would

be of course, to 12, 4 to 6, 2 to 3) . So if we know that ;he ratio of A

to B is, say, 5 to 6, then the inverse ratio would be tilc vet .o of B to A

and is named 6 to 5.

It is import,.n to notice that if the ratio of C t. U is 3 to e,

then we know that there is a 3 to 4 correspondence from C to D. We do not have

any other information about C and D than this However, if we are told that

the ratio of B to F is 6 to 10, then we know that there is e 6 to 10

correspondence and also, at least, a 3 to 5 correspondence. TY.3 is easily shown

by the following diagram:
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Nem Ow VV.

...1.4400....0,0.04.0004.***°#°"'""""^"

6 to 10

Exercises

1) Suppose the ratio of boys to girls in a room is 4 to 3. .f 4 more girls

enter the room, the ratio becomes 1 to 1. How nany giils are in the room

originally? How many boys originally? Draw a diagram to show the 4 to 3

correspondence. What other correspondence could be made? List the elements

of the ratio of boys to girls.

2) From Exercise 1, the inverse ratio of girls to boys is ta . List

th o :1:z no inverce ratio. Show thc ?ondences by &caw-

14f!.; arrows on your 0.0 d:tcgrem o.'7 Exercise 1.

3) Suppose Kathy has some red blocks and some black blo:!ks ald the , :at:Lo of red

to black is 1 to :3. Suppose she has 36 blocks altogeth !r. How many of

each color does she have? Name the possible corresponden 'es; that is, list

the elements in the ratio of red to black.

4) From Problem 2, suppose the ratio of Mike's marbles to Kathy's blocks (all

of them) is 1 to 2. Draw a diagram for this! Name a car: espondence from

Mike's marbles to Kathy's black blocks. Name a correspon !once from Kathy's

red blocks to Mike's marbles.

5) Can you go back and reason through these same questicns a 1 110 -,?r use numbers

greater than 4? (It is possible!)

1.4 New Names for Corresumirom

We have been naming the correspondence from to B by a name such

ns 3 to 2 where we could draw the diagram:

A: cia) 0-1)

4.472.0

. . ,Q(-(71-3)

I 3t 2;
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We will now begin to use the name -2-7 or 2 as a name foe thf3 correspondence.

3e
W e call the symbol a fraction. The number named on top of a fraction is the

numerator and the number named on the bottom is the denominator. Notice that the

arrow will always point to the group with the same number of elements as the

denominator of the fraction. In the case above, the arrows poiet to groups of

2 and the fraction is 2. The inverse correspondence above would have reversed

.

arrows and would be named e.

2
3- with arrows pointing to group of 3.

Suppose we have the ratio of C to .D is 3 to 4, then the ratio

may be the set (3/4, 6/8, 12/161. The inverse ratio woulA be A to 3 and the

ntio would he the let f4/3, 8/6, 16/121 . The use of tho fr tion notation, 3/4,

to name the correspondence makes the succeeding units easier tc follow. Among

the correspondence names there will always b one with the smallest numerator and

denominator. For example, above we have p/4) 6/8, 12/3A . Fete that 3/4

has the smallest numerator and denominator. We will call 3/4 the sirnpie correaulligece.

We will call the corresponding ratio name 3 to 4 the plank ratio name. Ordinarily

we will always use the simple ratio names. Notice that the simiLe correspondence

will pair the smallest possible sets of all the correspoedonce.s.

We have seen above that given two finite sets there Ls at least one

correspondence between them. We also agreed to call, the sot ol all such correspondences

the ratio of the two sets. Now suppose we know only, given L and D, that the

ratio of A to B is N to Y. Men we know only thi.t a corresp6ndence

from A to B of X/Y. Probably there are other correspoades but we cannot

be sure without more information. For example, if we arc told that the ratio of

C to D. is 3 to 5 we know only there is the corresponclonce ::.15 from C to

D. If, however, we are told that the ratio of H to N :;.s 12 to 18, then we

know that (at least) we can make the correspondences 12/18, 6/C, 2/3, and 4/6

from N to N. (Why?)



In the units that follow we will be careful to use enly those

correspondences, and hence only those ratio names, which are (onsistent with the

information given; unless special mention is made to the cant Ary.

Exercises

) Henry says that a correspondence from A to 3 is '24/20. Name some other

correspondences. What is the simple ratio name for A tf. B? What is the

ratio from B to A? List, using fraction names, some o: the known

correspondences from B to A.

2) John has 36,hens. 12 of them are brown and the rest are white. Name three

ratios present in this situation and illustrate with some correspondences.

(Use simple correspondences).

3) Mortimer receives 504? fog .evorV Inwn mem° Tr.-

is selling goldfisIl at the rate of 3 for 2 F4. He u.A0A .Like 15 goldfisa.

Consider the ratios present in this situation. Draw the ame conclusion as

Mortime'.... Make a iiagram to Illustrate this situation. !,You are dealing with

three setw lawns, quarters, and goldfish. Study thl co: :espolid3nces

carefully.)
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Unit 2. Subset and Measurement Ratios

2.0 Part to Whole Ratios

If we have a basket of apples and we remove SOm ?. of them, then we can

make a correspondence between the amount taken and the criginal total that was

in the basket. Suppose for every group of three apples in the bast we take

one out. Then we have taken 1 of every 3 apples and the =tie) of the part

taken to the total is 1 to 3 and my correspondence is 1/8. C'mmonly, we say

we have taken onethird of the apples and we use "1/3" a rn--, for the nrywnt

taken. Since we understand that we always are making a eorres: )ndence of the part

to the whole, we can awid confusion in this case by saying we have taken 1/3

(read "one third") of ':he apples. Again if we say, "We h.7 8:5 of the box," we

mean that a correspondence of 3/5 can be made from the FILL. ta:.en to the box of

candy.

If we aiwyas take a part of each group away, 1: ::ten 14:: will always have

the numerator of the correspondence name less than the deaomiAtor. That is, the

number of objects in each group in the "part" will always be kin than the number

of objects in each group in the "whole."

Part Taken: 1 (1) 0

Whole:

t
1
3

0
Ci

11e006,,

Suppose we are told, "Take twothirds of then° urb:es." We are to take

a part of the marbles which makes a 2/3 correspondence w t ,t the whole of the

mmbles. So the ratio de have from part to whole i 2 'co 3. can also see

to at the ratio of the part taken to the part remaining is 2 to 1 and the ratio of

the part remaining to the total is 1 to 3. That is, we leave .:13 of the marbles.
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Let's consider another example. Suppose Mrs, !Imith has a box of stamps

and she divides the stamps among Jack, Jane, and John. For evyry 6 stamps

she gives 1 to Jack, 2 to Jane, and 3 to John. Wht.:: arc the varLous

correspondences that have been made? John has 3 for ovary in the box; he

has three-exths (3/6) of Om or 1/2 of tho.m. The rzt.'.1 oart to

total is 1 to 6; so he has 1/6 of the stamps. We can 1:1;:o me.? correspondences

between the children's stamps. A correspondence of John's to jane's is 3/2,

so the ratio of John's to Jane's is 3 to 2. Name thc, lest cf the ratios that

can be made.

John's
Part

3
moo

n

Total Q fp grk, (c) o
2

Jane's (FM

Exercises

1) Pisollss briely whit ".;t: mccli by "th,:c:, Jf
I !

,t,1

2) Given a set of marbles, coin we take "four-thY.rds" of 1:Alem? Why?

3) Mike, Bill, and Bob shared a box of candy. Bill sail g, : 1 for every

2 Bob got, but Mike got one-third of the box. Mike raid, have only 9

pieces." What is the ratio of Bill's part to the bo: ca:tdy? What is the

ratio of Bob's part to tie total? How many pieces dil receive? (Draw a

diagram!)

4) Tim said, "John gave me one-fourth of his part and 11:, 3aid he got two-thirds

of the money." Explain this in terms of ratios and oo=esrmdenceo. If

the total money was $36.00, how much did John receiv-. hos r-ool, aid

to Tim?

5) What is the dLfferonce between "Mother broke one-fouTth of he dozen eggs"

and "Mother broke 3 eggs"?
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2.1 Measurement Ratios
My .MM ++M.iNxlwIwMwrrYwr.+T NW

So far we have dealt only with ratios between sets of distinct objects.

Now we want to extend our idea of ratio to quantities ar.! not composed of

distinct parts. For example, suppose I have a large caa C .. water and I want

to give Sally 1/3 of it. That is, I want to take out of it a ?art of the water

which will have the ratio of 1 to 3 to the total amount of water. Suppose I

have a small can and two other large containers. I could then put one small

can of water in one of the large containers (call it A), and t17o small cans of

water I put into the other large container (call it B) ?!oleverz 3 cans of water

I take from can C.

C'3. (5' wie9

If I can repeat this pvocess until can C is empty, then 1 woule give Sally can A in

which 1 had been putting one small can of every three small ca.s. I would give

her 1/3 of the water. Then can B would contain 2/3 of the wati:r. It is important

to note that without the small can with which to separate the .;mter, I could not

so7ve 1,13 probic::! I to =0 -,:he small can iis i unit me:v.1re In o.cdor to

obtain the required ratio. With the small can as a unit, I changed the problem

to one of taking so many units (small cans) of wv.-nv out (:,f C to mr1.-- n Of

1 to :1 of fcrt to whole. uni.t is an essential elomet in .teal ing with quantities

of material even for rctio purposes. If the can C held cr:actly 24 units (small

cans) of water, then if I remove S of them, then there would 1)e an 8/24

correspondence from the part to the whole and the ratio part to whole would be

1 to 3. The quantity of 8 units would be 1/3 of to.,.? wate7: in can C.

In the discussion of the last paragraph, we w;sumed that by using the

small can as a unit, we could empty the large car with Leactly 24 small cans. Now
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as a matter of practicality we know that this is not likey to happen. We could

possibly change the small can and obtain an exact numbea of sv.h "units" in can C.

But it Ls possible not to be able to do so. In fact, if we raquire the small can

to have a rectangular bottom, it is not possible to get an exact number of such

"units" in the round can C. We are faced here with the probic, of commensurable

measure and this problem has R long history. For the Gre(ks ware also unhappy

with the fact that there can be length or volumes which cannot be expressed

as the ratio of two whole numbers. The solution of the proble lies in the set

of irrational numbers to which we will not digress. Perhaps it is best to

admit the possibility of incommensurable lengths, areas, (.1: vo%umes and then to

pass un I oul' X.:.:.mx.:;Lon. In what follows we th,c tue measure will

always be commensurable.

Suppose I have two large Pans ant' I' t- i" 1 /'1 -14-'n of the

ravacfta. of oral tr. :11'! ia,rnt- (yr: the othor. I -an a mu ".1 sma:Uer can as

a unit and fill each can. Suppose can D is filled by excetly 15 sach units of

water while the other can E recuires only 10 units. nan b :wow of the smaller

can as the unit I can make a correspondence from the amcult of water in the can D

to the amount in E of 10/15. Hence the ratio of D to E ..;.9 10 to 15

or 2 to 3. if can D was marked 6 gallons and caa E arke. 4 gallons, then

we already know that a standard unit has been used and c orreapondence of 6/4

can be made from D to E. So again the ratio of D lo E would be 3 to

2. In comparing the capacity of the two cans it is not easenttal to use any

standard unit, such as one gallon, since the ratio of 2 to would be obtained

no matter what unit was used (provided it was relatively amall compared with the

total e L.,,; 1. ciAie -Jut u.0.111).

Lot's look at one mom example. We have sover,,,1 fc;.,: of wood molding

and wish to cut off 1/5 of it (in one piece). We need :ome vlit. We choose
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the wieith of a ruler. 13y marking off "ruler-width unit.L." aim- the wolding

we discover there are exactly 30 such units in the pitlen of :o001. We then

mark off 6 "ruler wealth" units from one end and cut 11e have a 6/30

co: respondence from the cut off piece to e orig Lnal whci:',1, Or the ratio of the

part to the whole is 1 to 5 (or 6 to 30); i.e., w iiave :I 1/5 correspondence

from part to whole. So we have cut off 1/5 of the mold i.ng as required. A

diagram will help here:

/t. 4j2)44
:XX' 641!)

()Val4JITIThid7"11,1
Exercise

Repeat these examples using water or sand to mar, the capacities

of two large containers using a small soup can as a unit. Obtain 1/7 of the

length of a. large table by using a "ruler width" or similar si;:ed unit. You can

invent other sm.:A exercises which do not involve measur.tn,:;' witii any standard

units of volume or length.

2.2 Quantity...to Unit_ Ratia,

More frequently, of course, we find the ratic of a certain quantity

to a standard unit. That is, we make a correspondence ..":"):-)m a partition of the

quantity to, a pa/I:Lai...a of the iztandat.,; ot,o .
si

leagth o;; a piece oLI string in terms al string. We might be sL.'zisfied to use

the foot itself as the unit to partition the string. Sup Jose then the string was

approximately 3 feet long.

UnitImesnmaorvi*Nwr......0.11/

String
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If we wish to have a mo.,:e accurate comparison, we must taco a ,F,..11er unit, szty

one inch, and use it to find a ratio between the string ed one foot. We know

that there are 12 inches in one foot. Suppose titre ay. 33 .nchos (approximately)

in the length of strtng. Then a 33/12 correspondence ca e m from the

length of string to one foot. So the ratio of the length o.' stv.ng to one foot is

to A q4nce 140 nrn using one foot as a standard uni: 7e .1:: quently would

say that the string is 11/4 f^tt long (where, as usual, /a mer., that the

denominator names the number, of units of one foot which conmspr,A to the numerator

number ac units in the longth of string.)

Suppose we have a piece of ribbon that is 5/2 1!Iet long; that is, the

ratio of the length of ribbon to one foot is 5 to 2. (ExercLe: Given a

length if , how would you lay off a length A uhicl had the ratio to

B of 5 to 2?) We wish to find the measure (in feet) 3/6 of thr3 ribbon.

Say that 3/5 of the r,bbon is P and the waole ribbon it; R on foot is

F. Then we can make a correspondence of 5/2 from R F cx.d a correspondence

of 3/5 from P to R.

,L

F

5

2

So for every 3 in P (via 5 in R), we have 2 in F. So 11,.! hav3 a 3/2

com2spondence from P to F or P (the par.:. we wary ced) feet long.
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Exercises

(Please draw diagrams in these exercises.)

3.) Suppose we require the weight of 2/7 of a pile of Eand Lch weighs 14/3

pound's. (That is, find the weight of the part of thc sane Arich has the ratio

2 to 7 to the whole pile.) Find the weigh' in the manr'e suggested above;

that is, set up correspondences from the part to the s hole and from the whole

to one pound.)

2) The ratio of a small piece of string to one inch is 21 3 (that is, it

is 11/3 inches long.) We know a large piece of str:7ng ecatains exactly

10 of the small pieces. Find the length of the larzc piece in inches (find

614.a .4.tio of ti1t1; -e to one hell.) can you i'ind :n ratio ot the large

to 12?

-;:3 y "

piece to one foot if the ratio of one inch to oae fee is

3) A man has 2 daughters and 3 sons and ho wi'l

If he has only 300 eheron of stock worth $15 for evo_. shares: a) find

the ratio of the sons' total of money to the daughte.,:;'; b) hop many dollars

does each daughter collect? c) if the father divided ie es':ate half to sons

and half to daughters, find the rat .o of what one on mcei'es to one daughter;

d) how much money would one son receive?

4) A man cuts off two pieces fro-, a piece of rope 20' 1)ng, One piece has

the ratio 14 to 3 to one foot and the other has ea2 rat ;.o 16 to 3

to one foot. What is the ratio of the part of the r.)112 1:.f': to tha total

20' of rope? Sot up correspondences for this one

o) OPTWMAL: If a part of a group of persons in a room '*.3 chccribed as a half

of El half of a half', what is the smallest number of :o3p1': rho could be in the

roan!? Trwoolat,. .j.L3 .:nt..) ratios o.J: Ltirresp,n.enkA, ane visualize it

by crawings.
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3.0 Review

Let us review the discussion of Unit I. Sup:-/we set A has 6 objects

in it and set 13 has 13 objects in it. We can group t"..e objects in set B by

threes, tormIng six groups, each of these groups can be r itcheu with the singie

objects of A:

A: 0 0 0 0 0

4 4 4 4

That is, we can make a 1/3 correspondence from A to 3. We can also make the

correspondences 2/6, 3/9, 6/1R from A to B. We afire -Jd to call the ratio of

A to B the set of correspondences from these partiti:mId sets of A to B,

in this case /41/3, 2/6, 3/9, 6/181. We say the rat Lo .C::)m A to 13 is 1 to

3 (the s:.mple ratio name) .

Now if we have a correspondence from C to 11 of 2/6, we will write

fic 2/6 D", where we understand that groups of 2 in C are paired with

groups of 6 each in D. The denominator goes with th..o arrow;lead; that is,

it tells the number of objects in each group in the dir;:c:ion z i the arrow.

Also C 5/6 B would mean that there is a .3/6 forrespondence from

D to C and C is the set grouped by sixes. We recalL_ that there Is a 0/5

correspondence from C to 1), the inverse of the 5/6 ...0,:respJndenee.

3.1 rindipLAApw.Rat.io Given Two Ratios

Suppose we have this situation:

A
2/4

B
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We know that for every group of 2 objects in C there a g:.oup of 4

objects in A and for every group of 4 objects in A there . s a group of 3

objects in B. Hence, we logically can say, for every g:olp of 2 objects in

C we hv.ve a group of 3 objects in B, so we have C r;i3 i.e. the ratio

of C to B is 2 tc 3.

Concidcr this example,:
1/3

We know that for every 1 object in D there is a group cf 3 objects in E

ard also for every group of 4 objects in F there is E .170LIT) Of 3 obleol-,2

E. Hence, we conclude that for every 1 object in D t :re i2 n 2,-7011? of 4

objects in F. Perhaps we should think:

k)e

u0. . .of (CP 9.) 1411M-9)
EDa...morpor

Now it is even more obvious thc.t we have a pairing of sins in B pith groups

of 4 in F (via E) . So we have B 1/4 F and the ra.:;.!,) of 1 to F is

1 to 4.

Exorcises

Find the "7" correspondences in the following diagrams (thl..k a3 4.n the last exam21e)

(Remember the arrowhead goes with the denominator) .

1) 3/4

3/7

2)

4\h/i41
ve...ftirsitsuerws ors wr......msoosou B

3/5



.....170.~......mmPod0.,rmormorowwftwwww.m.ommo..www.moinft,

C

(A and B have no element

in common.)

13

2/4

Perhaps a closer look at Problem 45 would be hApful. For every group

of 3 in A there is a group of 2 In B and for evi.!::!) group of 4 in B

there is a group of 5 in C. Now if B can be group :6 by fours as well as

by twos then A can be grouped by sixes as well as by .1;:ees0 (Draw a diagram

to see this.) So for every group of 6 in A there A group of 4 in B

sod hem;e 4i greui;, Us. in C. 3o ;,;,-J itiAve A UO ii I4 look at $: also:

A. fX X . . X f.4 p 434
NNN,o.w '

1/ 4
2/4

44

$

clip . Ae.)112

We can :,mag.:no that in AUB we can group together the "/:.' " ard the

according to their pairings in C so we have

c:
d1D,

Hence we have A013 3/4 C.



Exercise2

Try these problems, draw groups of objects if it is help,Cu. suppose that

A, B, and C all have different objects in them.)

7) A AUF3 B 8) A 3/2 B

9 A
3/4

) B 10)

1/2

2/5
B

2/3

13) AV?,

8/3 \ 8/2
1'4?

3.2 Some Physiccl rroblems
A.11-44 OA UK L.41.... ........-14444114 ..1.1.00.4.111,14,

14)

mr.e2.varwootraent, 4a, a
4

imsyn...*Mbj4.
0.1

Now we will consider some physical situations iLat .rvolve the same

kind of reasoning as the exercises above. Suppose in an vrd1.1:4)1i.um there are

3 girls for every 5 mmen and also 3 girls for every 4 mei. Thn we havo a

VdA11. ....,..........t.n.MaIrlt.MINeva..ort*Ir0+1.,./Wmtswawere:m...........m......mav co*

Answers: 1) 7/4 2) 2/0 3) 5r. 4

10) 6/10 11) 412 12) 22/20 13 7/6 14) 6/5

.........,....,..............
0 67.174'

441,44 / .6
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group of 3 girls for every group of 9 adults or the ratio of girls to adults

is 1 to 3. If on the other hand we want to find the reUci of men to women,

we clearly haw one group of 4 men for every group of women; so the 'atio

of men to women is 4 to 5. We gee this by the diagran:

4/5
Mnn Women

Adults

0/34/3 5/3

Girls

These ratios axe "natural" and develop out of the corresy,idences given in the

original retios. Remerber, whenever we can make it eorreepondonee between group-

ings of elements in two finite sets, then we have a ratio estrbished. So the

building of new ratios is an outgrowth of correspondence lnd o!Ir rules of

working with then.

We can now apply the previous ideas to find the area of a rectangle.

By the area of the rectangle we will moan the ratio of e reetengle to a given

square unit, where we may imagine some smaller square unU is used to determine

4.1;::1 : 1...1.4. t,
Suppose we have a rectangle and wish to find its area in rqua:e inches. Then

first we find how many square inches we have in a co3umn ne ineh wide; suppose

4Iat is, the ratio el: column to the elit is 6 to 1 We )ave:

, I II if t

t I, i 0! p

11141;;1
III elOilil:iiilllit t4111

Need we considel how o.any columns in the rectangle. Suerose we find 10; that

is ,the ratio of the rectangle to one column is 10 to 1. Then we see we have:



Rectangle

60/6 = 10/1

One Column

myl to sautioa is 60 to 1 or :here are 00 square inches )1! urea.

Now suppose we have another rectangle and wish fini its area. We

find the ratio of one column to one square inch. We have this cingram:

-6-

Unit

That is, we have the ratio of 9 to 2. Suppose the raV...; of rcctanglo to one

column is £0 to 1. Then we have

90/2
RectangleR.-..................46.wl*n.14momm4 NowAsworoovo.amloomm Unit

/14

90/9 = 10/] 4/2

One Column

so the ratio of rectangle to one square inch is 90 to or to 1 so

we say there are 45 square inches of area in this recta:, ,1.e.

Now con5ider the more typical problem. Cnsidcx this rectvule:



We isr.:e the ratio of one column to one square inch is 15 2 and the ratio

of the rectangle to one column is 8 to 3. So that we aivo

60/3 20/1
Sleet an (le Unit

60/8 02 15/2\ 8/3

One Column

so that the ratio of the rectangle to one square inch is 20 to 1, or there are

20 square inches of area.

In general,, if tho tIle rectangle to 0:1Q colu,n is 1 to 1,

and the ratio of one column to one square unit is w to I, theli we have

Rectangle ----- fs4/1 Unit

,Rw/w 11;1

One Column

so the ratio of the rectangle to one square unit is w to 1, GI: the area IA

11.2 squAre units. We caa return to this problem later in .;.0 api.lica'cions unit.

Exercises

1) If the ratio of A to B is 2 to 3 anM rnt;- P to 0. !,s 5 to

5, .!:And mtir71 o- to C nAd A1,10 to B. S.4 up cragrams as in the

earlier problems.

2) If A is a subset of B and the ratio of A to 13 2 to 5, suppose C

is the rest of B that is not .A. Find the ratio of C to A and AUG

to B. Draw edivran.

8) A gvcAEadiel. ovved 7/8 (,f tho stc k in a (.ompany. Hs? hss 3 sons and one

son had 2 sons. Suppose all share equally. How mutt of the stock did one

grandson inherit? Set up ratios and diagrams (if neciq5sary).
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4) Tale, a small square piece of paper and estimate the aroa of a rectangular

table top by the method suggested above. Find the ratf.o of )ne column of

squares to one square and the ratio of the table top f! one olumn of squares.

Then find the ratio of the table top to the square. (If yo take an ordinary

sheet of paper, you can make an 8-1/2" x 8-1/2" square, whlc'a has the

approximate ratio to one foot of 4 to 9. Hence yot: coule estimate the

number of square feet in the table top.)
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Unit 4. From R.atios to Rational Nu:
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After years of counting sets, man developed the arit)metic of whole

numbers to make the counting and combining of large sets mIch eesier to do. Long

practice of counting 2 groups of 3 things each for a zotal ef 6 led to the

shorthand 2 e: 3 el 6. Similar "shorthand" work led to the arithmetic we now

consider so functional in everyday life that we rarely think "behind" any of the

oimple algorithms wo a.i.J to compute. But it is vee, len.120:tant :feat child:.`: e

be led e:eree.g4 a deec'eep!:ie:it el' the algorithms of whole n.nbers that shows their

efficiency in a meaningful way. Just as we develop the cenputational work in

whole numbers out of counting, so we will develop a computation el scheme for our

ratio computations which we developed in the previous unl.. In order to do this,

we first need to have a set of numbers and operations on nese aumbers

What shenid be our new numbers? Wo want somethLeg to stand in place

of a ratio. A ratio was the set of one-to-one correspondences that could be

made between two finite sets. Since our numbers must be aperal and apply to

many diffeeeet sqteetions, to he valflehle, we must genel"CAze clr 1.den of "rl'io.

We saw thet the ratio of A to B might be t'ee set of correspondences

1,12, 2/4, 3/6, 6/1. We were lLmited by the actual nte.i)er of elements in A

and B. If we doubled the sizes of A and B, foxing t!le sets A' and 13',

we would increase the number of possible correspondences, In feet, we would then

have il/2, 2/4, 3/6$ 6/12, 418, l2/24 . If we tripled Cie sizee of i\ and 13,

we would increase cgain the number of correspondences.

We will consider this situation more carefully. We will also attempt

to deal with it more abstractly. Remember we called any .3/mbol of the form a/b,
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where b is not zero, a fraction. Notice that a ratio Le named by a set of

fractions and that a correspondence is named by a fravti)n Now we will say that

two fractions are equivalent if they name two correspondences that can be made

between the same pair of sets. In our case above we can say 1/2 is equivalent

to 6/12 (we write 1/2 = 6/12) because they name two co.:rospondences between

A and B; similarly 1/2 is equivalent to 12/24 (1/2 0 12/24), because they

name two correspondences between A' and B'. What about 1/2 and, say, 16/32?

We sense that they shel,ld be equivalent, that is, we L'ee:. diet .e/2 = 16/32.

IA: must find two sets with these correspondences. Let C have 16 elements

and D have 32 elements. Then we have both a 1/2 cmeeespondence and a

16/32 correspondence. So, indeed, we have two sets, C end D, and two correspondences

between them named by 1/2 and 16/32, so 1/2 16/32.

So our set of correspondences b./2, 2/4, 3/6, 6/12 can be enlarged;

if we write down 1:112, sot of ftstions cwivalent to. 1/2. We have, in this enlarged

set 11./2, 2/4, 3/6, 4/8, 5/10, 6/12, . ., 100/200, . . . 500/1000, . . This

"enlarged" ratio we will call a rational number. We will name it by using any

fraction in it, say 1/2 or 5/10. We will usually /lee 4.4'e f-e"-;en 41r

simple correspondence, in this case 1/2. So we have the lationF.1 number 1/1:

1/2 = 11/2, 2/4, 3/6, . . 50/100, . . .1S.

We can now refer to the rational number 1/2 in the same :canner we referred to

the ratio 1 to (/'. earlier. Remember that rational putrb3r is an extended idea

of ratio. So that for 'any ratio situation we have a specific rational number.

Suppose we went to about the rational 5/7, then we ere

thinking of the fraction names for all of the correspondelEes that can be made

between any two sets that have the correspondence 5/7, se. eh as 10/14, 15/21,

50/70, etc. So 5/7 -. .5/7, 10/14, 15/21, . 50/70, . .1 .



4.1 Multiplication of Rational Numbep

Now our problems we had in Unit 3 can be tranvicted into rational number

problems. For example,

3/4 \, 4/5

7777- C

was a situation where we obtained the ratic! 3 to 5 frcm the ratios 3 to

4 and 4 to 5. Now we see that this translates into cbtaining the rational

number 3/5 from the rational numbers 3/4 and 4/5. Ve workeLl the previous

ratio problem by considering our correspondences; we want to worn: the rational

number problem by usiag the E:lctions which name the corlespondeilces. The situation

above gives us a rational number from two rational numbers; that is, wc, have an

onsiratiorl on rational numbers. We will call it mu1t121:ic4:iioa. in general,

A C

520 th7,t nib 31,7 :Y4 gi-.'c "a/c:. vl ht.ve tivt LI r mult4liction of

a/b and b/c (write a/b x b/c) is a/c (write a/b b/c = .1/c). So our first

exam?le becomes

3/4 x 4/5 = 3/5.

We stle wi.u:h little difficulty that 3/2 x 2/7 r= 3/7 and 3,A. x 11/4 = 3/4.

(Just think of the af:sociated co-rrespondences an draw a Cilgram.)

Suppose we hEve ratiolal numbers 3/4 and 1/1 and wish to multiply

them. What is the answer? We look to this ratio problem ! the answer:

;://4 1/2



To solve this problem, wo had to consider another correEpndence from B to

C, namely, 4/0. Then from 3/4 and 4/0 we obtained 3/8 as the new correspondem:e

from A to C and do 3 to 8 was the new ratio.

We follow the same algorithm in rational numlers. Thus 3/4 x 1/2

becomes 3/4 x 4941 ,:)r 3/8 by writing a different rum for the rational number

1/2. Since any fraction in a rational number can be used to name it, this is

perfectly all right. We change fractions, as necessary, to obtain the form

a/b x b/c and we know the answer is a/c.

Now we would like a neat computational rule multiplying any two

rational numbox a/b and c/4. We go bael: to oco: pulikes and notice

one more fact. If given the correspondence 2/3 we car. 1,et the name of an

equivalent correspondence (an equivalent fractin0 by thn numerator

and denominator by the same number. That is, we have is is nn equ'valent

fraction to 2/3. This is so because -23)-2--A= and if N3 have a set A of 6

objects and a set B of 9 objects, we have clearly a 6/9 correspondence

and by grouping we hava:

A: kED (SDI CEO
2

3
(c"

2 x 3
So we have 2/3 and rrs equivalent fractions. Givcr. a/b we sec that

axrt
b x n

is an equivalent fraction by considering

1 ttmen

/ a objects

rtT w

B: 0 . (1) . 0
orl,

b objects

We have both correspondences a/b and all from A to
bn

fractions a/b and fi .

A. 0 0 .

B:

bn objects

so w,:,1 have equivalent



Now our general problem of a/b x c/d can be alswerel by replacing
a x ca/b and c/d by the proper equivalent fractions, namely a/b
b

andx c
,.bxec/d

d
sob x

c axe bxe ax2
b d bxc bxd bxd

a x eThat is, in brief, the 4L!he inult1ation of a/b x c/d is the rat:i.nal number .7--
U

So if given 3/4 x 1/2 we see that we can write

3 1 3 x 1 4xl_ 3 x1.3 3 1.3 x 1. 3
7fxlie 4 x l x 4 2 -4x 2 'El" " 71 2 4x2 8

and if given 1/8 x 3/4 we can write

1 3 1 x 3 8 x 3 1 x 3 3 cr, b:vief,
8 x"4,- 8 x 3 8 x4-ix 4 32

1 3 1 x 3 3
-8 - 4 .rx e.ke 32°

You will ee that this is exactly what was done to obtain the answer

to some of the ratio problems in Unit 3.

?Tow it

3/4 1/2

A

can be quickly solved, 3/4 x 1/2 =4 3/8. So Id.;e have an ef2icient c_ast, utation for

our previous problem si..:uations, if we use our new opecaticn on :r:ational numbers.

(Reread Section 4.0.)

pnerc4:ps

1) Multiply: i/2 x 3/1, 2/3 x 7/2, 1/3 x 3/4, 2/3 x 1/ 3; use the rule

r/b

2) Go back to Unit eZ1 and pick out p:roblems like A C and solve

by multiplying.

3) Solve the area problems in Unit 3 by multiplying.
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4) if there are 3 girls for every 4 men and 4 men for every 7 boys, find

the ratio of girls to boys by multiplying.

5) Solve 2/3 xrAzz 7/0 by going back to a ratio Cagraf%

4.2 Addition of P.ational Numbers

Now we will look at another operation on rational nuLbers that comes from

our ratio work. Consider the situation

where we consider the union of the sets A and B. Remwer, we obtained a new

ratio (5 to 3) from the given ratios 4 to 3 and 1 to 3. This problem

suggests that the ratiolal number 5/3 can be obtained 4/3 and 1/3.

We see that multiplication would give 4/3 x 1/3 = 4/9, so apparently we have

another operation for rational numbers. The use of union of sets suggests we

call this operation addition, and we will use the sir, 1,,7* ,i43 lin rn 5/n.

Our past work with ratio problems suggests the rule b/a So

we adopt this :mile and say that the addition of the ratio...IL numbers b/a and

c/a is the rational number We call -- the :31. of b/a and c/a.n.

We can say that 2/5 4- C/5 = 8/5 and 1/4 + 7/4 = 8/4 = /1.

Now what abort 0/4+ 2/3? We want a fraction llr their sum. Consider

the associated situat.on using correspondences:

2/3



What did we do in our ::ratio problems? We used new cm:reepondences that we knew

could be made, namely 3/4 zg 9/12 and 2/8 = 8/12. Then our problem was solved

A AVB

9/12

and the ratio of C to AUB was 17 to 12. So we the same pattern

and replace our fractions by equivalent fractions so as to have the form Ida 4- c/a.

3/4 + 2/3 9/12 + 8/3.2 17/12

We can do this because any fraction in the rational numb. can neme it.

Another example is

2/5 + 1/4 8/20 + 5/20 = 13/20.

This suggests a brief computational form again:

a/b ri .bxe axa X

Exercises

1) Add 1/2 4. 3/2, 4/6 + 1/6, 7/;;; + 1/2, 1/7.;.. 1/6, Gy. the rit-Gii given

above. Draw ratio diagrams for the 2nd and 3rd proKem to review ,:he connection!

2) Go back to Unit 3 and work the problems of form
t AO

by addition. N\46 0

3) If there are 3 girls for every 4 men and 7 boys: for evo),'y 4 men,

find the ratio of children to men by addition of the retional numbers involved.

4) Solve 2/3 + = 7/4 by going back to a ratio diagram.

We have obtained two operations on our new nufrs by workirg from our

:'6µt 1.F:3 problera of Ual''i; v and 4plying our extended 1. do t zias (r6tanal nnmbers)

to them. Remember, the set of rational numbers and their brief comrutational
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forms were developed in order to make easier the work involved in solving the

Rands of problems we found in Unit 3. The purpose was to become more efficl;ent,

exactly as the whole number algorithms are more efficient than counting.
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Unit 5. Some Special Rational Numbers

5.0 Introduction

We have seen that rational numbers are a 'lade: ,rat exteosioa of our ideas

on ratio. Once we have established a set of numbers any operations on those

numbers, we next want to investigate to see if any of the numbers have "special"

properties. You will recall that, in the whole number system, 0 and I play

important roles as iderstities, that is, for any whole nurher w, w 0 = w and

w 1 = w. We would like to find some similarities in om: set of rational

numbers. We would like this new set of numbers to ha-1c nom mathematical

properties that would make it a number gy.21.:pm.

5.3 Identities and Inverses

Given any rat Lonal number a/b, we want to finl a rational number which

a

Y

X ;IXwhen multiplied with a/b gives a/b. We have -6x -.=
eY

ani we would like

ax ~~ a -1- by = b to be true. If x. m I and y 1 ue aat we wish; so

a 1 a 1 e 1
u x C. = -6, so y acts as an identity for rational number multiplication.

Remember that 1/3, 2/2, 3/3, 4/4, 5/5, . . ? wl,ee, 5/5, for example, is

n fraction for a corrcepondenoe. We could also show that: there is no other

rational number except 1/1 which has this property.

We would also like to find a rational number .,hat is an additive

a a _aidentity. We want some so that for every p . Now by our

addition rule qji , so a+ x = a is requirel. Now in whole

0numbers, x = 0 is a solution. So we are lead to cone3doe be as an identity

0
element. Our first question is: Is t- a rational numboe?

What is the meaning of 0/h in a correspondence? It says we have a

one-to-one correspondence between two sets A and B where groups of 0 elements



each in A are matched with groups of b elements each in B. Since we under-

stand all the groups to be of equal size, this requIras to 1;o1 the empLy set.

Although there would be no physical example for this aitd:Ition, we can soe that

it is an extension of our earlier ideas of correspondence. Sin(a we would like

our system to have a "zero" element in it, and since .1:,ert, ;Ise of the fraction t

leads to no contradiction, we accept 0/1 = i0/1, 0/2, G/30 . 0/b, . . as

a rational number.

However, we have just introduced a problem also. Before we saw that

any a/b correspondence had Liq Inverse correspondence c;! b /a. Is the inverse

of 0/1, namely 1/0, a correspondence, and w 1/0 = 5.0./00 2/0, 3 /0, .

b/0, . . a rational number? Firs of all, 1/0 is as :food a correspondence

as 0/1 since we merely can consider reversing the cusro.;.; in any 0/1 diagram.

So we consider 1/0 as a rational number candidate. But we have problems

immediately. Suppose we wish to find 2/3 4 1/0. Re.:uring to our correspondences

which motivated cur definition of addition, we find that no way car, we have

a solution for this situations

A

since 1/0 requires A to be empty and 2/3 requires ,t to be nonempty. So

1/0 gives us 'trouble. But even if we abandon our lorrespondences'and just .follow

1/0

the addition definition we have

2/3 -I- 1/0 m 2-: ± 3 1-5 =:-* 3/0 17-- 1/0

1/ + i/o 2"--7-2 v:9O ra 2/0 1/ 0

r,nd Niso

So we are led to believe 2/3 m 1/2, which is not ;;() h we mu t abanion i/o



as a rational number. We can show, in fact, that 0/1 ie the only retional

number with no inverse in the sense of inverse correspondences.

We now have all of the rational numbers we can ..orm oat of the whole

number system. 'Any set of ecluivalent fractions of form a/b where a and b

ari T el'ecile numbers and b 0 0 il a ra:.eL eel en;iber. Ye aeb. euy

0/1 is the additive i6entity for rational numbers; that a/b + 0/1 = a/b for

any a/b.

We can also observe that our inverse ratios old hence inverse rational

numbers have an interesting property that whole numbers do not have. Given a

whole number, say 5, we know that 5 1 = 5 and also that no whole number

multiplied by 5 will give 1. But given a rational num!)or ate, a V, 0,

we have a/b x 1/1 = a/b and also we have a usligue inve-se of /b, namely b/a,- "

and aro x h/a = tagr:,b z' Lav Jr 4a 4. U £1

We call b/a the multiplicative inverse of a/b. Knowing euch a rational number

allows us to solVe equations we cannot similarly solve in whole qumbers. We

cannot solve 3x = 7 in whole numbn.rs, 1)et a similar ratieen1 nud)er peeblem,

3/5 x X = 7/4 can be solved, for (5/3 x 3/5) x X = 5/3 7/4 or 1/1 x X = 35/12

or X = 35/12. So we see that in a real sense we have mceee that we can do in the

set of rational numbers.

5.2 Rational Num12ers and Whole
...
Numbers

Now we can return to our Ideas of cetntieg and look it from a

different poLnt of view. If we say we have 6 applee, or 5 quIrts of water,

or 3 pints of strawberries, we are, in each case, compuing our amount to some

understood unit. When we say we have 6 apples, we mean. we are using 1 apple

as a basic unit. So we have a disguised ratio situatf.on,namely,,the ratio of

our amount to one apple is 6/1. Similarly 5 quarts ()T. eater can be viewed:

the ratio of this amount of water to one quart is pin'el of strewberries

becomes the ratio of this amount of strawberries to one pint, namely, 3/1.
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Thus in this way any whole umber may be "exteo.ded" aid viewed as a

ratio. Hence a whole number a can be associated with the ratLonal number all

This association would be stronger if our operations agroz also. We see that

3 1- 2 m 5 is associated with 5/1 and 3/1 + 2/1 m 5/1. Also 3 . 2 m 6 is

associated with 6/1 and that 3/1 x 2/1 = 6/1. So we see that any whole

number problem in edition or moltication be traninted. to a rat tonal

number problem and still obtain the same results. It is just this fact that

allows us to be "careless" in mixing whole number and rational number arithmetic.

Consider, for example, the "computation", 3 x 1/2; since we have 2

different number systems represented our ordinary rules don't really apply.

Suppose we forget this for the moment. We can translate "3 x 1/2" into a whole

number situation, c: "ropeated additions"; i.e., 3 + 1/2 ;I 1/2 + 1/2 1- 1/2 0 3/2.

Or we can translate "3 x 1;2" into a rational number probem, 3 :: 1/2 m 3/1 x 1/2 0 3 I.

We obtain the same answer in either case. Here is a secord example: "3 1- 1/3."

As a whole number sum this has no meaning, but as a rational number sum: 3 -1- 1/3 0

3/1 + 1/3 t= 10/3. A third more complex situation is 3 g (2 + 1/4). As a rational

number this is, 3/1 x (2/1 + 1/4) = 3/1 x (9/4) 27/4. As who1c number ideas

;Yes have: 3 x (2 L/4) cx 2 -1- i;41, *4, 2 4- 1/44- 2 1- 1,4 .1. 3/4; as in tae

second example we can have 6 1- 3/4 = 24/41- 3/4 = 27/4. 6o they are the same.

in fact, generally speaking, one can do ..-be e "iff-ermixing" -f

nn;] nlvi.',x,r arithmetic operations' (because of the way they

were defined) and be led to no "wrong" answers. However, such action would be

done wisely ark as an added feature and should not be given as the standard form

for the operation.

In the physical world the preceding "blending" p:f whole numbers and

rational numbers is sometimes disastrous in attempting to solve real world problems.

For verbal problem work it is essential to maintain the distinction to clarify



a

problem situations. The situatton of the whole number 3 multip:.ied with the

rational number 2/3 never occurs in the real world according our physical

understandinga about ccrrespondonces which served as models for (Jur rational

numbers. Some pr: olems may be .:hought of as whole numbe::: vroblets as well as

uulaber 1.,v1).Le,.., but mit as a mixtue of two. In t:,.1 unit to follow

on applications only rational number situations will be cc:Aidemd, bw: wiz

see where many prob7,1ms could be equally solved by whole 1 mber methods.
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Unit 6. Aulyations.

6.0 Introduction

In the preceding units we have developed the eoncepte of ratio and

correspondenem In phleeleal P7 '"-°"4",11 r"-4 fl .

set of rational numbers and operations on this new set numbc.o. Iii this unit

we wish to bring to bear all of our preceding work on the soluton of various

types of practical applications. Some of these problem ;:vees oveur in regular

junior high school texts. Some will simply illustrate he./ the correzpondence

notion can clarify regular rational number peoblem types.

6.1 Arenolle:cilazfles

First, we have some unfinished business to cotdder. In Unit 2,

we introduced and workel with - WS of rectangles by yea ^,3 of correspondences.

We can now finish this area problem. Recall, given a retangle and a standard

unit of area measure, that we computed the area by Coral g two eerrespondences:

total rectangle to one column and one column to unit cree. We may have had, for

'100 4. a, ...kJ .AS.nt 3,

14/3

Total Rectangle............,One Unit

14/4 g. 7/2 \ , 4/3

One Column/7

so we say that the area of the rectangle is 14/3 square units. According to our

definition .of multiplication of rational numbers we can Evy that 7/2 x 4/3 m 14/3

is the rational, number corresponding to the area of the )ectangle. Or more

loosely, that 14/3 is the number of square units of arise.

Consider this dicgram:



..

k.
The square unit of sny we seeere Lech, has r edge f on- lincre relit, in

this case one ice. Nt,a we observe that in one column there are 4 square units

and also that, of course, the height of the column is 4 linear units. Similarly,

the ratio of the total rectangle to one column (which essentially is e measure

of "how many" colmns) is 13 to 2 and that the ratio of the length of the

rectangle to one linear unit i also 13 to 2. Whereas before we considered

two ratios 4 to 1, followed by 13 to 2, we can now consider the two rati)nal

numbers 13/2 and 4/1 and can think of them as measuring the length of the

rectangle and the height (or width) of the rectangle. The rational number

operation used is multiplication; so the area is 13/2 x 4/1 25/1 square

units. So the product of the rational number of the lenth of the rectangle (1)

and the rational number of the height (or width) (w), nalacly 1 x w, is the

lawlber of area tIU rectangle, where we teleerstan:; that square

units must be used. Hence, the shortcut formula for area: A x w.

Let us do another example of area retraeirg ee- rtere. Sunpcee Ir-

nre tole. ltet the vrtrrgle hes a )ength nf 7/3 inches r!A a hAght )f 15/2

inches. We can infer from this that we have an area of 7/3 x 13/2 square inches

or 105/6 square inches. Retracing our previous argument we furither infer that

the ratio of the total rectangle to one column was 7 to 3 and that the ratio

of one column to cue square inch was 15 to 2. So, by diagram,



1(5/6
Total Rectengle...... --Jr Qne Square Inch

105/45 m 7/ 15/2 m 45/6

One Column

and the ratio of Rectangle to One Square Inch was 105 :0 6.

Again we see that rational number multiellceeeon gives us an easy way

to compute the aeea of a rectangle. It is also importa.1 to rei,lember that if we

consider only the "product of length and width" areumeff. to obtlim a number,, then

we lose the essential nature of the problem. This iE the proKom with all

computat:Lonal shortecte:m; they always give easy answers, out -.)1'.:en the sense. of

the leeble.il is lost. ri:411E; ..s important to keep the 9a of ease, ratio of Tatel

Area to one square unit of area in the foreground es the neanir of "area."

We will see more examples of the distinction between mewing (c:. understanding)

of the situation and the computation of the answer.

6.2 Pet ort.ion and a Rule

It is common to 1.1.21.ude with ratio the concept of a 1/222etion. Race

many texts use the two terms frequently, we should be e_cor on

meaning in the ccntext of these units. A problem win :.ntroducc the idea.

tf John receives of every 5 apples and there am ;in) .1 ,*):::3 rfc.rny

does John :v:oevivo? A "ntandard" celution io to cr!,, 'if. 1 the v?op).-1-ton, 3/5 =

[0/25, and solve." The answer is, of course, 15 apple :.. How should we view the

idea of proportion in the light of our previous discussicns? Wimt is 3/5?

Isn't it a correspondence from John's apples to the totcl number of apples?

Whet would n /2e be then? Thet's right, another correspondence from John's

apples to total cples. Sc thS.s proportion apparently asserts: "find tril so

that 0/25 and 3/5 are two correspondences for the same ratio." (Or translatin

into rational number language, we can also say,
t /25 and 3/5 are fractiols



fo- the same rat.,.onel number.) Hence, to say two fracti.ons are_ in pp2222."Slat is

to say that Am, .are 2,91.1i_ya2.e_ntg, or to say two coz_z2azidenc_es. pre in szapor,...11,...on

means that the ,!re in the same ratio.

Now how would we 2olve" 3/5 0/25? Per tae cm. "see" that the

at:017er is lb. To be more explicit, we can write an equivalent fraction to 3/5

by multiplying the numerator and denominator by the same number so LIU is
5 x m

3 x 5
any equivalent fraction to 3/5. If m = 5, then we ha'io ryz.- 3/5 = CE)/ 25

or 15/25 = D/25. Now, from our knowledge of correspondences we can assert

that must be 15. So we apparently have a rule that requires changing the

denominato,s(or numerators) so they are the same number, Then the numerators

(or denominators) must name the same number also. So IT a/b = c/d, then

ad/bd = bc/bd and we can Way ad = bc. Also if ad = be, then ad/bd = bc/bd

or a/b = c/d. So we have the rule: a/b = c/d maps samc. as ad = bc.

Or, in words, "a/b and c/d are in proportion" means thc same ac "ad = be."

This rule allows us to check whether any stated proportion is true. For example,

is 3/4 = 9/16 true? Does 3 x 16 = 4 x 9? No So the proportion is false.

Suppose we have 3/4 = 36/48. Is this true? Is 3 x 4t = 4 x 36 true? Yes!

So it i < a true proportion. t'e can a..z4Ae froluent X44 e .11CILU a.:),(1Z-12 _a wale i. roble,;

dc?:11.n( 1iith c:J.dort10-:J.

6.3 Samp12.Ratio Problems.Fro m Textbooks

It would be much too lengthy a project to attempt to cover most of

the problems found in current texts. Instead, we will consider a selection of

three of the most common types and discuss them. We will first consider each

type by solving a typical member of the type.

I) "PLnd the ratio of 2 pounds to 6 olnoes." What is called

for here is clear. A diagram will make it even clea=:

"2 pounds" 1 pound 1 ounce , "6 ounces"
. 1.1111110MW AIM

32/16 =, 2/1 16/1 1/6
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and our past work says that we have

"2 pounds" M 1 ounce ..5,"6 ounces"

32/17--

So the ratio of 2 pounds to 6 ounces is 32 to 6 or 16 to 3. A

common approach to this problem is to "change" 2 pounds to 32 ounces (to

make "the units the same"). This amounts to forming a ratio in itself. However,

note that this type diagrams easily and involves little of difficulty after

that. We may apply rational numbers now by multiplying in a similar fashion

the associated rational number, (2/1 x 16/1) x 1/6, which gives tho ratiolal

number 16/3.

Consider another sample of the same type: Find the ratio of 36

yards to 48 feet. We diagram:

"36 yards" one yard one foot _.1.,"48 feet"

''iEnr Tr48"

which yields

"36 yards"
'3611

one yard .,"48 feet"

3711- 3-7

so the ratio. of 36 yards to 48 feet is 36 to 16 or 9 to 4.

Exercises

(Please draw diagrams for each of these problema.)

1) Find the ratio of 3 inches to 4 feet.

2) Find the ratio of 6 galloas to pinto.

3) Find the ratio of 2 rods to 11 inches. (1 roC, = 16-1/2 feet)

4) Find the ratio of 3 quarts to 5 pints.

5) Find the ratio of the capacity of,a pail to 3 pints if the ratio of the pail

to 2 quarts is 5 to 2.

6) Find the ratio of capacity of pail A to pail 13 if the ratio of 3 gallons

to pail A is 3 to 7 and the ratio of pail B to 1 quart is 9 to 2.



II) "80% of the class were present, that is 16 were present. How

many people are in the class?" This is a typical percentage problem. It translate:

into the same problem type above. 80% of the class present is a disguised ratio:

that is, the ratio of those present to the total class was 80 to 100 or 4

to 5. We have 4/5 = 16/n; and since ii4= 1-6ri we see that 20 were

in the class. Normally for any percent problem, changing the percent form of a

ratio to our standard form obviates the problem. This is, x% names the ratio x

to 100.

Another example: "70% of the tomato plaulr; f.;:rawI &irf had set out 30

plants; how many grew?" The ratio of plants that grew td total plants is 70

to 100 or 7 to 10, or 21 to 30 so 21 plants grew out of 30.

Here is an example of the third type of percent problem: "John made

8 baskets out of 32 baskets tried in a basketball gante. What was his percent

of baskets made?" We have the ratio given 8 to 32 or 1 to 4 and we seek

the percent, that is, the ratio name with' 100 for a second number. If '1 to

4 is the ratio, another name would be 1 x 25 to 4 x 25 or 25 to 100 or

25%. So John made 25% of the baskets. The percent name for a ratio is a poor

one from our point of view since it suggests that coi'recpondenccs of the form x

to 100 can be made; where in reality, as in the last peoblem, John only attempted

32 baskets. We can say that f we can group by 100's, then the corresponding

groups will have size x.

Exercises

1) John sold 75% of his papers;' he started with 60 r-;-:ers; many did he soll

2) Mike lost 6O of his marbles; he had only 20 1(!ft; how Leay diJ he have

before he lost any?

3) Mary made 3 cut of every 15 cookies shaped like bells; what percent of the

cookies were bell-shaped?

4) Henry found that the interest on his savings account was $130 for the year. 1k

knew the bank paid 4% interest. How much was his principal at the beginning

of the year?
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6.4 Problems bsily Rational Numbers

A common problem type is one which involves a simple multiplication cr

division of rational numbers. Such a problem could be: The Jones family spends

3/10 of its income for food; if their annual income was 5200 how much did they

siend on food for the year? We would normally say: "Well multiply!" Thus the

student may produce the answer in this way: "340 x 5200/1 m 15600/10 m 1560/1.

$1560." But he may very well fail to understand what is involved. Suppose we

set up a diagram to illustrate the situation:

Part

3/10

.0.1111r11.010.41114MLtAWIMilp $

We wish to discover the ratio from the part of the income to dollars. We discover

the ratio is 1560 to 1 so we say they spent $1560 for food. Consider the

much harder problem for students: "The Smith family spends 3/10 of its income

for food; the last year's food costs were $1275 ; what was the total income?

Again by diagram:

Whole $

Parts.

Now we see that, hy our east work, that we can change the diagram by considering try..

inverse ratio of whole to part:

Whole

10/3 1215/1

Part

and hence our answer is 1275/1 x 10/3 12750/3 = 4250/1. So the income was $4250L
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By drawing the'diagrams'and thinking in terms of ratios between sets, the student

can eliminate the guesswork involved. Hence he can introduce an element of

concreteness into his work. A similar example would be "Sue cut off 3/4 of

the length of ribbon; she measured the part cut off and found it was 25-1/2 feet

long; how long was the total ribbon?" We understand that we are to find the

ratio of the length of the ribbon to one foot. By a diagram we have: (Remember,

25-1/2 feet indicates a ratio of 51 to 2):

Whole ---b,one foot

3/4 51/2

Part

So we have by taking the inverse of the 3/4 correspondence:

Whole one foot

4 3 51/2

aiad so by multiplication we have 4/3 x 51/2 n 204/6 = 34/1. So the whole ribbon

was 34 feet long; that is, the ratio of the length of ribbon to one foot was

34 to 1.

Exercises

In each case, work by diagrams rather than by other methods.)

1) Jim spent 3/4 of his money for the baseball game. Ne had only $6.40 when

he started from home. How much did he have left?

2) Marilyn had cut off 6-1/4 feet of ribbon from the roll. The whole roll was

supposed to have 25 feet in it. What percent had she cut off?

3) Tom paid $2.50 for 1/3 cif the roll of wire. If tLe roll contains 180 feet

of wire, how much did one foot of wire cost?

4) Mike budgeted 2/5 of his paper route money for buying a bicycle. He earns

$3.50 every week. Flow many weeks will it take to by a $42.00 bicycle?


